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The magnificent Formula 48 Yacht fulfills each yachting desire through decidedly
unique features, perceptive details and a wealth of superb amenities. Dynamic hull
design along with increased power affords smooth, spirited performance and impressive
speed. Elegant lines, superior craftsmanship and
advanced engineering elevate this premier Yacht to
a level of excellence beyond all others.
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EXTERIOR COLOR SELECTIONS
Selection of an exterior accent color reflects your personal taste. Imron®, a DuPont urethane enamel, will keep your graphic beautiful year after year. The
Formula 48 Yacht Flagship solid hullside graphic is available in five distinctive color choices. The standard Imron graphic is available in three color choices.

YACHT FLAGSHIP GRAPHIC

GULFSTREAM METALLIC

AQUAMARINE METALLIC

SILVER DIAMOND PEARL

BLACK ONYX METALLIC

SAPPHIRE BLUE METALLIC

YACHT STANDARD GRAPHIC
GULFSTREAM

BLACK ONYX

SAPPHIRE BLUE

In 1956, Thunderbird began building cathedral-hull boats in Hialeah, Florida. In
the early ‘60s, Formula appeared on the scene with a deep-V hull and became
a winning contender in offshore racing. During the mid ‘60s, Thunderbird
purchased Formula and produced both lines in North Miami, Florida. Meanwhile, in
Decatur, Indiana, Victor Porter began producing fiberglass boats in 1958 as Duo, Inc.,
and in 1970 he developed another line, Signa. As Signa became successful,
Fuqua Industries, the company that had acquired Thunderbird Formula,
purchased the line in 1974. Vic Porter was named president of Fuqua’s
group of pleasure boat companies, and when the opportunity arose in
1976, Vic purchased Thunderbird Formula.

Over the past thirty years, the Porter family has been actively involved in Formula’s daily operations. President Scott
Porter along with three brothers and a sister work together for progress and advancement of Formula powerboats
while Vic Porter serves as chairman. The Porter family philosophy of continual improvement and customeroriented service ensures that Formula will lead into the future as the hallmark of powerboat excellence.

THE HIGHEST PRODUCTION STANDARDS RESULT
IN YOUR TOP -QUALITY FORMULA.

FORMULA RELIABILITY CENTERS
ENSURE EXCELLENT SERVICE
FOR YOUR FORMULA.

JOHN ADAMS BLENDS FORM AND FUNCTION
TO PERFECTION.
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THE FORMULA 48 YACHT MOVES OUT AT
A LIVELY PACE.

INDIVIDUAL LAMINATION SCHEDULES RESULT IN
THE SMOOTH, REFLECTIVE FORMULA FINISH.

> A Formula Yacht is responsive, smooth, stable and dry.
> Each Yacht delivers the excellent performance and
handling characteristics you expect in a Formula.
> The Yacht hull design ensures a balanced
running attitude and a comfortable, solid
ride for all aboard.

> Formula’s famous for producing the highest quality
finish in the industry through the consistent use of
top-grade materials, following layering procedures
exactly and also by the systematic maintenance of
all molds on a rigorous schedule.
> Patterned fiberglass shapes, produced through in-house
Gerbercutter® technology, are layered with resin to
build each component.
> Divinycell® structural foam adds lightweight strength
in specific areas as opposed to balsa construction that
absorbs water when improperly applied, and utilizing
Coremat® prevents surface print-through.
> By allowing a part to remain in its
mold the optimal length of cure
time, Formula avoids the foggy
finish and surface distortion
often observed in lesser
quality boats.

THE 48 YACHT COCKPIT IS DESIGNED FOR
COMFORT AND PLEASURE.
> Versatile, surround lounge seating with tables and filler
cushions converts to a large sun lounge.
> The integrated wetbar with Corian® countertop, molded sink, cooler storage, trash
receptacle and a refrigerator with ice
maker is a convenient center for
refreshments anytime.
> Throughout the cockpit, polished
stainless steel drink holders are
within easy reach.

THE 48 YACHT OFFERS SAFE,

EASY ACCESS TO THE FOREDECK.

> Formula’s beautifully curved windshields
are designed with a center walk-through
to the foredeck.
> The steps are properly proportioned and
protective railing offers safe access.
> This popular feature is a real plus in
handling forward lines and for docking,
anchoring or sunning on the deck.

CAD/CAM TECHNOLOGY
PLUS R&D EXPERTISE ENSURE
YOUR FORMULA’S SUPERIOR QUALITY.
> Using the latest CAD/CAM
technology, skilled
operators transpose
John Adams’ designs
to 3-D imaging.
> Dimensions and positioning
of components and complex
systems are determined for
precise fit.
> Full-size master “plugs” are built,
requiring months of handwork
to finish, and full-scale cabin and
cockpit mock-ups are built to
fine-tune ergonomics and space
utilization.
> Computer Numerically Controlled
(C-N-C) routers are programmed to
cut panels, acrylic, Corian and other
components, maintaining accuracy
to within thousandths of an inch.
> Sidewalls, headliners,
cabinets and coaming
panels meet exactly
with unparalleled
fit and finish.

PULTRUSION REINFORCEMENT ADDS CRITICAL
STRUCTURAL STRENGTH.

48 YACHT GRID STRUCTURE IS MOLDED
FIBERGLASS FOR MAXIMUM STRENGTH OFFSHORE.
> The 48 Yacht matrix is a multiple span, continuous
fiberglass grid molded in one piece and bonded to
the hull with Plexus® adhesive.
> Using AME 5000 resin along with custom woven
fiberglass for maximum
strength, the custom grid
is constructed in the same
way as the Formula
FAS3TECHTM matrix.
> Structural foam injected
into the grid adds integrity
and also results in a solid,
quieter ride.

> During Yacht construction, custom-fabricated fiberglass shapes are positioned under engines
and along interior gunwales.
> Chemically bonded to the hull with
Plexus, these pultrusions provide
increased back-up support with
no hull distortion.

FORMULA TESTS ALL PROPOSED COMPONENTS
TO ASSURE RELIABILITY.
> New components are evaluated for quality and
endurance through extensive testing in
unfavorable conditions.
> If an item fails to meet these tough
standards, it won’t be in your
Formula. Only the most reliable
and durable components with
good service support are selected.

316L STAINLESS STEEL RAILS ARE A
TOP -GRADE FINISH FOR THE FORMULA 48.

TOP QUALITY AME® 5000 RESIN ASSURES
YOUR YACHT’S LONG-LASTING BEAUTY.
> Formula specifies higher cost AME 5000 resin because
it has proven to be extremely effective in protecting
surface gelcoat.
> AME 5000 lends exceptional strength and resiliency
while providing more flexibility and greater resistance
to crazing, distortion and osmotic blistering.
> Your Yacht will retain its beautiful finish well into the
future because Formula utilizes the best resins,
approves the quality of each shipment on arrival,
and carefully monitors storage temperatures and
applications to ensure consistent results.
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FORMULA JOINS THE DECK AND HULL UTILIZING
SUPERIOR PROCEDURES FOR RUGGED DURABILITY.
> Plexus®, an industrial bonding agent, joins the deck and
hull with an inseparable chemical meld.
> The deck and hull joint is also bolted together with 1/4˝
stainless steel, truss-head bolts backed up with heavy
aluminum plates at 18-inch intervals.
> This unyielding structure is vital offshore where wave
action takes its toll on
all but the
strongest
construction.

> All Formula safety
rails are welded
316L stainless steel,
the highest marinegrade stainless
available.
> Anything less will
not retain its likenew appearance.

SUPERIOR HARDWARE INSTALLATION PROVIDES
INTEGRITY YOU CAN COUNT ON.
> When installing deck cleats, stainless steel lock nuts
are applied through stainless steel backing plates
for maximum reinforcement.
> All other deck hardware is bolted securely, not screwed
down, to effect solid construction.
> A flexible O-ring around each hardware fastener creates
an invisible, watertight seal. Unlike silicone, bolts with
O-rings can be adjusted or removed and will seal again
when reseated.
> All fasteners are chrome-plated stainless steel.

RUGGED, TRANSPORTATION-GRADE COCKPIT
UPHOLSTERY LOOKS NEW FAR LONGER.

E-T-A® CIRCUIT BREAKERS PROTECT
YOUR SYSTEMS FROM EXCESS
ELECTRICAL CURRENT DAMAGE.

THE 48 YACHT ENGINE ROOM IS WELL LAID OUT
FOR EASY ACCESS AND INSPECTION.
> At the touch of a switch, a large section of the aft cockpit
sole is raised for easy entry to the engine room. A day
hatch also allows quick checks.
> Important safety features include an engine room fume
detector and the automatic fire extinguishing system.
> Formula employs I-beam-mounted motor beds thrubolted to the engine room
fiberglass matrix system.
This rigid, exacting method
allows precise engine alignment and provides a solid
foundation for long lasting
propeller shaft alignment.
> The latest in diesel technology
with the highest horsepower range for this size vessel
achieves higher cruising speed.

> “Push-push” switch design disconnects and resets the circuit.
> Circuit breaker security enhances
electrical component reliability.
> Circuit breakers eliminate the
need to stock a variety of fuses.
> The master electrical panel in the
cabin and circuit breaker panels in the
cabin and bilge provide further digital
system monitoring.

THE LATEST IN SOUND SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES YOUR
LISTENING ENJOYMENT.
> Formula installs a top-quality AM/FM/CD stereo system
with marine-grade speakers in each Yacht.
> Only premium audio systems with highly valued features
are specified.
> A crystal-clear digital signal
and complimentary six-month
subscription to SiriusTM
Satellite Radio ensures static-free reception.

FORMULA INSTALLS DEPENDABLE, DEEP-CYCLE
BATTERIES FOR SUPERIOR RELIABILITY.
> Deep-cycle diesel
batteries are standard in the 48
Formula Yacht.
> Deep-cycle batteries can be charged
repeatedly without
losing strength —
another way built-in
reliability keeps
you on the water.

> Formula upholstery holds its shape and resists tears due
to its extra density and premium grade backing material.
> Top-grade vinyl accents are color-permeated and
coordinate with the exterior Imron® colors.
> Custom white vinyl, treated to resist staining, is comfortably cool, even in direct sunlight.

THERE’S PLENTY OF ROOM FOR YOUR GEAR
IN A FORMULA YACHT COCKPIT.
> Smooth fiberglass storage
areas, free of exposed
wood or carpet, protect
your gear from unwanted
moisture.
> Special compartments
for lines, fenders and
PFDs keep the cockpit
clutter free.

ELIMINATING WOOD IN THE COCKPIT PROVIDES
LASTING DURABILITY.
THE 48 YACHT HELM DESIGN ACHIEVES CORRECT
ERGONOMICS FOR YOU.
> Constructing full-scale mock-ups for each new model
finalizes correct human dimensions.
> The helm provides easily viewed, comfortably reached
shifters, throttles,
gauges and switches.
> Backlit, waterproof
rocker switches provide
easy recognition and
systems control.

> StarLite® XL polyurethane marine paneling is used
instead of wood throughout the cockpit.
> Seat cores are either rotocast plastic or formed
fiberglass, creating a virtually indestructible framework.
> Eliminating wood structure extends the cockpit’s
like-new appearance into the future.

DESIGNED TO GIVE UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE.

> Formula individually secures each wiring connection with
a visible crimp instead of using pre-insulated connectors
common in the industry.
> The crimped connection is insulated with double-walled
shrink tubing — the inner wall of hot-melt adhesive
forms a sealed barrier against water and corrosion,
while the outer wall prevents shorts.
> For longer runs, color-coded wires
are routed through flexible conduit
for protection and security.
> Instrument panels are easily
removed to access dash
wiring connections.

SUPERIOR COCKPIT
SEATING IS
DESIGNED FOR
RELAXED COMFORT.
THE SPECIALLY ENGINEERED HELM SEAT
ACCOMMODATES TWO IN COMFORT.
> With the generous, double-wide command seat, both
captain and companion enjoy the view at the helm.
> Both well-padded hinge-up seats offer the individual
option of sitting, standing, or leaning back against
the upright seat.
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> Slip-resistant cabin entry steps constructed with
high-tech Lonseal are a stylish, practical feature.
> The floor plan maximizes
cabin storage while keeping
the layout sleek and flowing.
> A satisfying variety of
designer décor selections
complements your choice
of exterior graphic color.
> Luxurious appointments include expansive lounges with
beautifully coordinated pillows and draperies, high-gloss
wood tables, sculptured carpeting and extensive lighting
capabilities.
> Formula Yacht décor also includes a custom quilted
bedspread with matching pillow shams, bed linens
and towel sets as additional fine furnishings of the
highest quality.

COMPUTERIZED CONSISTENCY AND SKILLED
SEWING COMBINE TO CREATE FORMULA
UPHOLSTERY’S SCULPTED APPEARANCE.
> A computer-based GERBERcutter® cuts upholstery
pieces accurately and consistently.
> Assembled by Formula’s skilled sewers, patterns come
together in complex designs, finished with hand-guided
top stitching,
the hallmark of
finest quality.
> Specialized thread,
Tenara® by GoreTM
used in sewing
exterior vinyl
upholstery, does
not deteriorate
from exposure to
sunlight, cleaning
agents or saltwater.

SPECIALIZED FOAM MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
IN DRY COCKPIT SEATING.
> Advanced Dri-Fast®
polyurethane foam is used
throughout the 48 Yacht
cockpit.
> Instead of being trapped,
water drains freely through
the foam, eliminating
soggy seats.

ULTRALEATHER™ CABIN LOUNGE SEATING
PROVIDES PRACTICAL LUXURY.

ALL FORMULA ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ARE

FORMULA 48 YACHT CABIN DESIGN OFFERS
FIRST-CLASS AMENITIES.

> Comfort, function and beauty
combine to create the
perfect, relaxed setting
for friendly gatherings.
> Ultraleather has the
appearance and rich,
supple feel of fine leather.
> It is surprisingly tough
and durable – spills wipe
up easily.

ULTRALEATHER™ CABIN LOUNGE SEATING PROVIDES PRACTICAL LUXURY.
> Comfort, function and beauty combine to create the
perfect, relaxed setting for friendly gatherings.
> Ultraleather has the appearance and rich, supple feel of
fine leather.
> It is surprisingly tough and durable - spills wipe up easily.

PRECISE, HIGH-GLOSS YACHT CABINETRY
REFLECTS THE LOOK OF FINE FURNITURE.
> Using the CAD/CAM system, programmed routers cut,
drill and groove cabinetry materials for exacting assembly
and fit.
> Cabinetry units are securely bolted in place with metal
brackets, while internally thru-bolted angle aluminum
ensures enduring integrity. The latest in European
hardware keeps doors closed in the rugged marine
environment.
> The high-gloss,
top-grade American
cherry door and
drawer fronts are
sequentially bookmatched in each
succeeding cabinetry
panel throughout the
cabin.
> All drawers are solid,
dovetailed maple
construction.
> Genuine Corian® countertops, hand-crafted by Formula
with beautifully rounded edges, are smooth and
seamless – easy to clean and care for.
> The stove, trash receptacles
and sinks are cleverly concealed
under the expansive countertop.

> Formula is regarded
as the leader in
expertly designed
and executed seating.
> Human dimension
criteria are utilized to
achieve correct proportions and contouring.
> Separate, pre-shaped foam components are placed
in each seat to provide optimal lumber and leg support.
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FORMULA RESEARCHES
THE LATEST IN LCD
FLATSCREEN TECHNOLOGY
TO PROVIDE THE
ULTIMATE VIEWING
EXPERIENCE.
> Formula seeks out A/V
components capable of
ensuring superior performance.
> Premium LCD TV technology delivers a rich, razor-sharp
picture.
> The cockpit television option with wireless technology frees
you to watch television anywhere on or near your 48 Yacht.

TEST TANK EVALUATION
OF EACH FORMULA
ASSURES TURN-KEY
DELIVERY.
> Working through an
extensive checklist, all
instruments, systems and
accessories are tested.
> Engines are powered up
to verify proper operation.
> A continuous spray of
water on the foredeck confirms a watertight seal around
deck hatches, hardware and along the windshield.
> In addition, Formula maintains an extensive on-water
testing program to ensure the ongoing improvement
of the Formula line.

FORMULA’S UNIQUE IMRON PROCESS RESULTS
IN A VIBRANT SURFACE FINISH THAT FAR
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS.
> Executed with DuPont Imron, a durable all weather
urethane, Formula graphics excel in design, quality
and lasting beauty.
> Formula offers the widest
range of color selections
and designs to personalize your Yacht.
> Complicated preparation,
patterning and masking
procedures are involved
in each different color
application.
> Imron-finished graphics
never chalk or fade as compared to colored gelcoat;
Imron retains its original, like-new brilliance and glossy
surface year after year.

THE FINAL QAP INSPECTION ASSURES THE
ULTIMATE QUALITY IN YOUR FORMULA YACHT.
> During the Quality Assurance Program inspection,
both corporate and production personnel thoroughly
evaluate your Formula.
> Fit and finish details are examined from a customer’s
point of view.
> Critical observation by Formula Team members reinforces
the importance of maintaining top quality for owners.
> Final approval overall earns the gleaming Formula
logo and prestigious Thunderbird emblem displayed
on each Yacht.

A

SEE PAGE 23 FOR STANDARD AND AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

15.54 M
14.63 M
4.27 M
15,898 KG
16,216 KG
2.13 M
1.78 M
1,514 L
378 L
284 L
3.89 M
4.60 M
1.12 M
18˚
51´0˝
48´0˝
14´0˝
35,050 LBS
35,750 LBS
7´0˝
5´10˝
400 GAL
100 GAL
75 GAL
12´ 9˝
15´6˝
44˝
18˚
LOA
LOA LESS BOW PLATFORM
MAXIMUM BEAM
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT W/HARDTOP
CABIN HEADROOM
GUEST STATEROOM
FUEL CAPACITY
WATER CAPACITY
HOLDING TANK CAPACITY
BRIDGE CLEARANCE (LIGHT LOAD)
BRIDGE CLEARANCE (LIGHT LOAD) W/MAST LIGHT
DRAFT
DEADRISE
BLACK ONYX METALLIC IMRON® FLAGSHIP GRAPHIC
AND COCKPIT ACCENT STRIPING

t the helm, impressive gauges with chrome
bezels are arranged in a logical, easily read display. Switches
and electronic controls are strategically positioned to achieve excellent
helm ergonomics for the captain. Instrument panels are handsome burl wood-grain and allow ample space
to include the extensive array of full-size Raymarine™ electronics that Formula offers and installs. The helm
also incorporates vents for the available cockpit air conditioner that provides cool relief on hot days. A
sculpted, curvilinear lounge on the port side is proportioned so that two couples can enjoy the company of
the captain and first mate while underway or at rest.

M

olded fiberglass steps with a 316L stainless handrail lead to the foredeck through the center walkthrough windshield panel. This important convenience and safety feature is a well-established Formula
benchmark. Twin sun pads with individual safety rails invite lounging while drifting or at anchor. Nonskid
surfaces plus bow rails enhanced by mid-level lifeline cables outline the perimeter of the deck. The anchor
windlass is concealed under a flush lid at the bow platform along with the stainless steel anchor and a
coiled-hose, freshwater wash-down system.
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48 YACHT SPECIFICATIONS
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RUGGED, TRANSPORTATION-GRADE COCKPIT
UPHOLSTERY LOOKS NEW FAR LONGER.
> Formula upholstery holds its shape and resists tears due
to its extra density and premium grade backing material.
> Top-grade vinyl accents are color-permeated and
coordinate with the exterior Imron® colors.
> Custom white vinyl, treated to resist staining, is comfortably cool, even in direct sunlight.

W

ith its sleek styling, unique features and creative versatility, the 48 Yacht offers the finest in luxury

yachting. The spacious cockpit, designed especially for long-range cruising, is also an ideal setting for
daylong excursions with friends and family. Expansive seating arrangements encourage relaxed conversation
and good times together. Versatile surround lounge seating aft includes two Corian® tables for refreshments,
lunches and other friendly gatherings, and with special cushions in place, the lounge and lowered tables
convert to a full-length sun pad. Port and starboard seat sections stow away revealing molded, side-entry
boarding steps. Throughout the cockpit, smooth, fiberglass-lined storage is abundant. Dedicated storage for
tables, canvas and PFDs is built into matching port and starboard lockers.

The full-width hydraulic swim platform accommodates today’s newer, extended personal watercraft. The
platform also serves as a stage for an inflatable if preferred. Launching and reboarding is easy with the raising
and lowering capabilities of the platform. Aft trunk storage is accessed from the swim platform through a
large, curved fiberglass, pneumatically assisted hatch. Specially designed fender storage with extra capacity for
gear is this compartment’s forte. The entire trunk raises for access to the walk-through engine room.

Entertaining on board the 48 Yacht is an absolute pleasure. The L-shaped cockpit wetbar/beverage center
to starboard provides a molded sink with flush lid, refrigerator, ice chest, trash receptacle and available
cockpit grill, all concealed under the Corian countertop. A weatherproof AM/FM CD player located near the
helm enhances any occasion with musical selections. Four speakers and a subwoofer ensure that exceptional
clarity of sound is experienced by everyone in the cockpit.

> Slip-resistant cabin entry steps constructed with
high-tech Lonseal are a stylish, practical feature.
> The floor plan maximizes
cabin storage while keeping
the layout sleek and flowing.
> A satisfying variety of
designer décor selections
complements your choice
of exterior graphic color.
> Luxurious appointments include expansive lounges with
beautifully coordinated pillows and draperies, high-gloss
wood tables, sculptured carpeting and extensive lighting
capabilities.
> Formula Yacht décor also includes a custom quilted
bedspread with matching pillow shams, bed linens
and towel sets as additional fine furnishings of the
highest quality.

COMPUTERIZED CONSISTENCY AND SKILLED
SEWING COMBINE TO CREATE FORMULA
UPHOLSTERY’S SCULPTED APPEARANCE.
> A computer-based GERBERcutter® cuts upholstery
pieces accurately and consistently.
> Assembled by Formula’s skilled sewers, patterns come
together in complex designs, finished with hand-guided
top stitching,
the hallmark of
finest quality.
> Specialized thread,
Tenara® by GoreTM
used in sewing
exterior vinyl
upholstery, does
not deteriorate
from exposure to
sunlight, cleaning
agents or saltwater.

SPECIALIZED FOAM MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
IN DRY COCKPIT SEATING.
> Advanced Dri-Fast®
polyurethane foam is used
throughout the 48 Yacht
cockpit.
> Instead of being trapped,
water drains freely through
the foam, eliminating
soggy seats.

ULTRALEATHER™ CABIN LOUNGE SEATING
PROVIDES PRACTICAL LUXURY.
> Comfort, function and beauty
combine to create the
perfect, relaxed setting
for friendly gatherings.
> Ultraleather has the
appearance and rich,
supple feel of fine leather.
> It is surprisingly tough
and durable – spills wipe
up easily.
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FORMULA 48 YACHT CABIN DESIGN OFFERS
FIRST-CLASS AMENITIES.

ULTRALEATHER™ CABIN LOUNGE SEATING PROVIDES PRACTICAL LUXURY.
> Comfort, function and beauty combine to create the
perfect, relaxed setting for friendly gatherings.
> Ultraleather has the appearance and rich, supple feel of
fine leather.
> It is surprisingly tough and durable - spills wipe up easily.

PRECISE, HIGH-GLOSS YACHT CABINETRY
REFLECTS THE LOOK OF FINE FURNITURE.
> Using the CAD/CAM system, programmed routers cut,
drill and groove cabinetry materials for exacting assembly
and fit.
> Cabinetry units are securely bolted in place with metal
brackets, while internally thru-bolted angle aluminum
ensures enduring integrity. The latest in European
hardware keeps doors closed in the rugged marine
environment.
> The high-gloss,
top-grade American
cherry door and
drawer fronts are
sequentially bookmatched in each
succeeding cabinetry
panel throughout the
cabin.
> All drawers are solid,
dovetailed maple
construction.
> Genuine Corian® countertops, hand-crafted by Formula
with beautifully rounded edges, are smooth and
seamless – easy to clean and care for.
> The stove, trash receptacles
and sinks are cleverly concealed
under the expansive countertop.
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FORMULA RESEARCHES
THE LATEST IN LCD
FLATSCREEN TECHNOLOGY
TO PROVIDE THE
ULTIMATE VIEWING
EXPERIENCE.
> Formula seeks out A/V
components capable of
ensuring superior performance.
> Premium LCD TV technology delivers a rich, razor-sharp
picture.
> The cockpit television option with wireless technology frees
you to watch television anywhere on or near your 48 Yacht.

TEST TANK EVALUATION
OF EACH FORMULA
ASSURES TURN-KEY
DELIVERY.
> Working through an
extensive checklist, all
instruments, systems and
accessories are tested.
> Engines are powered up
to verify proper operation.
> A continuous spray of
water on the foredeck confirms a watertight seal around
deck hatches, hardware and along the windshield.
> In addition, Formula maintains an extensive on-water
testing program to ensure the ongoing improvement
of the Formula line.

FORMULA’S UNIQUE IMRON PROCESS RESULTS
IN A VIBRANT SURFACE FINISH THAT FAR
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS.

> Executed with DuPont Imron, a durable all weather
urethane, Formula graphics excel in design, quality
and lasting beauty.
> Formula offers the widest
range of color selections
and designs to personalize your Yacht.
> Complicated preparation,
patterning and masking
procedures are involved
in each different color
application.
> Imron-finished graphics
never chalk or fade as compared to colored gelcoat;
Imron retains its original, like-new brilliance and glossy
surface year after year.

THE FINAL QAP INSPECTION ASSURES THE
ULTIMATE QUALITY IN YOUR FORMULA YACHT.
> During the Quality Assurance Program inspection,
both corporate and production personnel thoroughly
evaluate your Formula.
> Fit and finish details are examined from a customer’s
point of view.
> Critical observation by Formula Team members reinforces
the importance of maintaining top quality for owners.
> Final approval overall earns the gleaming Formula
logo and prestigious Thunderbird emblem displayed
on each Yacht.
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yachting. The spacious cockpit, designed especially for long-range cruising, is also an ideal setting for
daylong excursions with friends and family. Expansive seating arrangements encourage relaxed conversation
and good times together. Versatile surround lounge seating aft includes two Corian® tables for refreshments,
lunches and other friendly gatherings, and with special cushions in place, the lounge and lowered tables
convert to a full-length sun pad. Port and starboard seat sections stow away revealing molded, side-entry
boarding steps. Throughout the cockpit, smooth, fiberglass-lined storage is abundant. Dedicated storage for
tables, canvas and PFDs is built into matching port and starboard lockers.

The full-width hydraulic swim platform accommodates today’s newer, extended personal watercraft. The
platform also serves as a stage for an inflatable if preferred. Launching and reboarding is easy with the raising
and lowering capabilities of the platform. Aft trunk storage is accessed from the swim platform through a
large, curved fiberglass, pneumatically assisted hatch. Specially designed fender storage with extra capacity for
gear is this compartment’s forte. The entire trunk raises for access to the walk-through engine room.

Entertaining on board the 48 Yacht is an absolute pleasure. The L-shaped cockpit wetbar/beverage center
to starboard provides a molded sink with flush lid, refrigerator, ice chest, trash receptacle and available
cockpit grill, all concealed under the Corian countertop. A weatherproof AM/FM CD player located near the
helm enhances any occasion with musical selections. Four speakers and a subwoofer ensure that exceptional
clarity of sound is experienced by everyone in the cockpit.
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RUGGED, TRANSPORTATION-GRADE COCKPIT
UPHOLSTERY LOOKS NEW FAR LONGER.
> Formula upholstery holds its shape and resists tears due
to its extra density and premium grade backing material.
> Top-grade vinyl accents are color-permeated and
coordinate with the exterior Imron® colors.
> Custom white vinyl, treated to resist staining, is comfortably cool, even in direct sunlight.

COMPUTERIZED CONSISTENCY AND SKILLED
SEWING COMBINE TO CREATE FORMULA
UPHOLSTERY’S SCULPTED APPEARANCE.
> A computer-based GERBERcutter® cuts upholstery
pieces accurately and consistently.
> Assembled by Formula’s skilled sewers, patterns come
together in complex designs, finished with hand-guided
top stitching,
the hallmark of
finest quality.
> Specialized thread,
Tenara® by GoreTM
used in sewing
exterior vinyl
upholstery, does
not deteriorate
from exposure to
sunlight, cleaning
agents or saltwater.

SPECIALIZED FOAM MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
IN DRY COCKPIT SEATING.
> Advanced Dri-Fast®
polyurethane foam is used
throughout the 48 Yacht
cockpit.
> Instead of being trapped,
water drains freely through
the foam, eliminating
soggy seats.

ULTRALEATHER™ CABIN LOUNGE SEATING
PROVIDES PRACTICAL LUXURY.
> Comfort, function and beauty
combine to create the
perfect, relaxed setting
for friendly gatherings.
> Ultraleather has the
appearance and rich,
supple feel of fine leather.
> It is surprisingly tough
and durable – spills wipe
up easily.

FORMULA 48 YACHT CABIN DESIGN OFFERS
FIRST-CLASS AMENITIES.

> Slip-resistant cabin entry steps constructed with
high-tech Lonseal are a stylish, practical feature.
> The floor plan maximizes
cabin storage while keeping
the layout sleek and flowing.
> A satisfying variety of
designer décor selections
complements your choice
of exterior graphic color.
> Luxurious appointments include expansive lounges with
beautifully coordinated pillows and draperies, high-gloss
wood tables, sculptured carpeting and extensive lighting
capabilities.
> Formula Yacht décor also includes a custom quilted
bedspread with matching pillow shams, bed linens
and towel sets as additional fine furnishings of the
highest quality.

ULTRALEATHER™ CABIN LOUNGE SEATING PROVIDES PRACTICAL LUXURY.

> Comfort, function and beauty combine to create the
perfect, relaxed setting for friendly gatherings.
> Ultraleather has the appearance and rich, supple feel of
fine leather.
> It is surprisingly tough and durable - spills wipe up easily.

PRECISE, HIGH-GLOSS YACHT CABINETRY
REFLECTS THE LOOK OF FINE FURNITURE.

> Using the CAD/CAM system, programmed routers cut,
drill and groove cabinetry materials for exacting assembly
and fit.
> Cabinetry units are securely bolted in place with metal
brackets, while internally thru-bolted angle aluminum
ensures enduring integrity. The latest in European
hardware keeps doors closed in the rugged marine
environment.
> The high-gloss,
top-grade American
cherry door and
drawer fronts are
sequentially bookmatched in each
succeeding cabinetry
panel throughout the
cabin.
> All drawers are solid,
dovetailed maple
construction.
> Genuine Corian® countertops, hand-crafted by Formula
with beautifully rounded edges, are smooth and
seamless – easy to clean and care for.
> The stove, trash receptacles
and sinks are cleverly concealed
under the expansive countertop.
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FORMULA RESEARCHES
THE LATEST IN LCD
FLATSCREEN TECHNOLOGY
TO PROVIDE THE
ULTIMATE VIEWING
EXPERIENCE.

> During the Quality Assurance Program inspection,
both corporate and production personnel thoroughly
evaluate your Formula.
> Fit and finish details are examined from a customer’s
point of view.
> Critical observation by Formula Team members reinforces
the importance of maintaining top quality for owners.
> Final approval overall earns the gleaming Formula
logo and prestigious Thunderbird emblem displayed
on each Yacht.

THE FINAL QAP INSPECTION ASSURES THE
ULTIMATE QUALITY IN YOUR FORMULA YACHT.

> Executed with DuPont Imron, a durable all weather
urethane, Formula graphics excel in design, quality
and lasting beauty.
> Formula offers the widest
range of color selections
and designs to personalize your Yacht.
> Complicated preparation,
patterning and masking
procedures are involved
in each different color
application.
> Imron-finished graphics
never chalk or fade as compared to colored gelcoat;
Imron retains its original, like-new brilliance and glossy
surface year after year.

FORMULA’S UNIQUE IMRON PROCESS RESULTS
IN A VIBRANT SURFACE FINISH THAT FAR
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS.

> Working through an
extensive checklist, all
instruments, systems and
accessories are tested.
> Engines are powered up
to verify proper operation.
> A continuous spray of
water on the foredeck confirms a watertight seal around
deck hatches, hardware and along the windshield.
> In addition, Formula maintains an extensive on-water
testing program to ensure the ongoing improvement
of the Formula line.

TEST TANK EVALUATION
OF EACH FORMULA
ASSURES TURN-KEY
DELIVERY.

> Formula seeks out A/V
components capable of
ensuring superior performance.
> Premium LCD TV technology delivers a rich, razor-sharp
picture.
> The cockpit television option with wireless technology frees
you to watch television anywhere on or near your 48 Yacht.
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A

t the helm, impressive gauges with chrome
bezels are arranged in a logical, easily read display. Switches
and electronic controls are strategically positioned to achieve excellent
helm ergonomics for the captain. Instrument panels are handsome burl wood-grain and allow ample space
to include the extensive array of full-size Raymarine™ electronics that Formula offers and installs. The helm
also incorporates vents for the available cockpit air conditioner that provides cool relief on hot days. A
sculpted, curvilinear lounge on the port side is proportioned so that two couples can enjoy the company of
the captain and first mate while underway or at rest.

Molded fiberglass steps with a 316L stainless handrail lead to the foredeck through the center walkthrough windshield panel. This important convenience and safety feature is a well-established Formula
benchmark. Twin sun pads with individual safety rails invite lounging while drifting or at anchor. Nonskid
surfaces plus bow rails enhanced by mid-level lifeline cables outline the perimeter of the deck. The anchor
windlass is concealed under a flush lid at the bow platform along with the stainless steel anchor and a
coiled-hose, freshwater wash-down system.
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HIGH-GLOSS AMERICAN CHERRY CABINETRY
WITH MORACCO CORIAN®

T

he cabin is entered through a curved acrylic sliding door. The
spacious salon area is elegant, airy and replete with luxurious
appointments. The entire sweeping view is rich with masterful design
features such as high-gloss, sequentially book-matched American
cherry cabinetry, elaborately textured fabrics and satin nickel
fixtures throughout. Overhead, twin circular skylights are uniquely
incorporated into a raised oval ceiling accent, lending natural
light to both salon and galley by day. By night, mood lighting outlines
this intriguing focal point. Salon and stateroom floors are covered
with luxurious, custom sculptured carpet.

T

he opulent curved lounge to port in luxurious Ultraleather™ or supple, full-grain leather is contoured for

relaxed comfort. The high-gloss, inlaid cherry dining table features leaves that can be removed and placed
in their own storage compartment. Removing the leaves reveals a Corian® cocktail table that can be raised
or lowered to suit the occasion. As a clever complement, two movable upholstered stools can be positioned
opposite the lounge, and while underway, the stools are captured neatly beneath the cocktail table. The
combination of lounge and table also converts to a berth.

The salon area creates a perfect environment to view the design-integrated 26˝ widescreen LCD TV/
monitor that brings entertainment to life with industry-leading digital technology. The Bose® Lifestyle® 35
DVD/CD unit provides the finest quality audio and video selections. Surround sound stereo infuses the salon
with your musical choice through a 5.1- channel Bose entertainment system. The Bose home theater system
featuring five double-cube speakers elevates sound definition to the highest degree. A dramatically lit
showcase facing the salon displays a wine rack with tempered stemware and tumblers.
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T

he U-shaped galley to starboard

is a culinary inspiration. High-gloss
cabinetry is genuine American cherry
with the wood grain sequentially bookmatched in each succeeding panel.
Drawers are solid maple with dovetailed
construction. The patterned, precise
fit is the result of expert design and
execution. Galley capacity is more than
generous, plus underneath the beautiful
hardwood maple flooring inlaid with
ebony is a special storage pantry
complete with three portable units to hold supplies for extended
cruising. A continuous, handcrafted Corian countertop, doublebowl stainless sink with Corian covers, and large, cherry-paneled
refrigerator with separate freezer compartment confirm the
galley’s top status. The array of gourmet equipment also includes
a recessed 3-burner range with Corian cover, convection/
18
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microwave oven, coffee maker, exhaust fan and two concealed
in-counter trash receptacles.
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F

orward, the owners’ private stateroom features a spacious centerline bed with extraordinary gear storage and drawers

The private guest stateroom/den aft is the perfect multifunctional room to accommo-

underneath. At the touch of a switch, the upper portion of the bed raises to watch TV or to read. Overhead, the hatch is

date varying activities on board. The Ultraleather or genuine leather L-shaped lounge

fitted with a rollout screen and privacy shade. Two mirrored hanging lockers, paneled with cedar, illuminate as the door

converts easily to either twin beds or a queen-size bed. Large dovetailed maple drawers

opens. The charming vanity with full-width drawer and upholstered swing-out seat features a large mirror outlined by

are located beneath the lounge, and there is also a cedar-lined hanging locker. A third

theater-style makeup lights. The entertainment centerpiece is a Bose remote control stereo and DVD/CD player. Two Bose

air conditioner serves this stateroom. A Zenith 17˝ widescreen LCD TV/monitor/

speakers produce lifelike stereo sound. Highest quality visuals are provided by the Zenith 17˝ widescreen LCD TV/monitor.

DVD player with game-

The owners’ stateroom is also independently air-conditioned.

ports makes this an ideal
location for video gaming.

The owners’ exceptionally large, private

The 48 Yacht also accom-

head compartment is entered from

modates the combination

that stateroom only. Superior amenities

washer/dryer in the aft

include a contoured, high-gloss cherry

utility locker.

vanity with Corian® countertop and
molded sink, a deep, mirrored medicine
cabinet and a porcelain head unit. The
circular shower with curved, acrylic
sliding door offers both a hand-held and
overhead rain shower. A curved Corian
shower seat and Corian flooring are
handsome applications.

A curved cherry vanity with Corian countertop and
stainless steel sink is located to port. The adjoining
private head compartment, complete with shower
and porcelain head, is convenient for both day and
overnight guests, reserving the master stateroom area
exclusively for owners.
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EXTERIOR COLOR SELECTIONS

CABIN DÉCOR
Elegant cabin décor complements your exterior color choice with masterful designer flair. Each color theme is presented with rich, elaborately textured fabrics.

Coordinating pillows, bed coverings and draperies provide remarkable luxury afloat. Corian® countertop, UltraleatherTM and leather choices coordinate with your
cabin décor theme selection. Appointing the 48 Yacht with your preferred décor choice expresses your personal style to perfection.

CABIN DÉCOR THEME

MORNING SAND

YACHT FLAGSHIP GRAPHIC

GULFSTREAM METALLIC

AQUAMARINE METALLIC

SILVER DIAMOND PEARL

BLACK ONYX METALLIC

SAPPHIRE BLUE METALLIC

SAPPHIRE

SILVER

TITANIUM

YACHT STANDARD GRAPHIC

ULTRALEATHER CHOICES

ULTRALEATHER CHOICES

Selection of an exterior accent color reflects your personal taste. Imron®, a DuPont urethane enamel, will keep your graphic beautiful year after year. The
Formula 48 Yacht Flagship solid hullside graphic is available in five distinctive color choices. The standard Imron graphic is available in three color choices.

FORMULA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE PRODUCT CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE MODEL YEAR.

GULFSTREAM

CASHMERE

SMOKE

DOE

ARCTIC

LEATHER CHOICES

LEATHER CHOICES

DESERT SAND

PEBBLE
CORIAN CHOICES

CORIAN CHOICES

MOROCCO CORIAN

FOSSIL CORIAN

GRAVEL CORIAN

GRAY FIELDSTONE CORIAN

HIGH-GLOSS AMERICAN CHERRY CABINETRY

BLACK ONYX

SAPPHIRE BLUE

